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WHAT DOES ABD-RU-SHIN CLARIFY?
In the following you will find a series of essays on the individual core statements of the work "In
the Light of Truth". The essays contain personal thoughts and conclusions of the individual
authors. These conclusions can offer the interested reader an encouragement to delve deeper still
into the train of thought of the Grail Message so as to finally form his own judgement.

“With my words I lead to God and also to Jesus!”
“…. I wish to fill the gaps which have so far always remained unanswered in the souls of
men, and which never leave any serious thinker in peace, if he honestly seeks for the
Truth.”
“Through Creation God also speaks, and clearly shows His Will. To recognise the Will is the
duty of man. And the Son of God in His Holy Word showed the right way to do so, because men
had made no effort towards it, and had thus entangled themselves more and more in the selfacting Laws of Creation.
The inflexible weaving of Creation was bound to destroy men in time through their ignorance
and misapplication; whereas it will raise mankind on high if they leave aright according to the
Will of God.
Reward and punishment for man lie in the weaving of Creation, which is perpetually and
unswervingly guided by the Will of God itself. In it also lies rejection and redemption! It is
relentless and just, always impartial, never arbitrary.
In it lies the indescribable Greatness of God, His Love and Justice. That is, in His Work, which
He made over to man and to many other beings, as a dwelling-place and a home.
The time has now come for men to acquire the knowledge for it, so that with complete
conviction they will come to the recognition ofGod’s activity, which is expressed in His Work!
Then every earthman will stand quite unshakeable here on earth, filled with the most joyful
eagerness to work, and most gratefully looking up to God, because recognition links him for all
time through the knowledge! In order to convey to mankind such knowledge, which gives them
a clear and intelligible conviction of the working of God in His Justice and Love, I have written
the work “In the Light of Truth” which leaves no gap, contains the answer to every question, and
clearly shows to mankind how wonderful are the ways in Creation that are upheld by many
servants of His will.
But God alone is Holy!"
Abd-ru-shin
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